HMW Stickies
hmw
regulate the
comment
speed

hmw
distribute
the ticket to
users

hmw decide
when to sell
the merch

hmw decide
what the fans
would want
after the
concert

hmw
regulate
the quality

hmw
generate a
physical
ticket

hmw monitor how
many messages
users can send
within a certain
time interval?

HMW create
a system to
buy merch ?

hmw create a
method for
artist to
speak to fans

hmw choose a
streaming
platform with
the best
quality?

hmw
monitor
the
interactions

High User Need

how might
we ensure
there is no
lag

HMW get
viewers to
promote
events to their
friends?

how might
we group
fans
together

Rejected Sticky notes :')

hmw have
fans interact
with
eachother

hmw have
the artist
interact with
the fans

hmw replicate
pre concert
activities
before the
concert

HMW get artist
to accept
suggestions by
viewers?

HMW provide
viewers with
a high quality
production?

hmw provide
users with
tips/tricks that
will improve
quality of VC?

HMW get
viewers excited
about upcoming
events & share
it with others?

Steps to Stack Rank
1. Get rid of your all
encompassing or too narrow
stickies.
2. Find a middle of the road
sticky (not really a digital
solution, or mediocre user
value) [this can change].
3. Place your middle of the
road sticky in the middle of
the stack rank line.
4. Evaluate each sticky oﬀ the
existing line up.
5. Things can move and
rearrange.

hmw create
time before
the show for
interaction

hmw provide
a smooth end
transition to
VC?

hmw make
the ticket
token
worthy

hmw generate
& provide
concert goers
with a physical
ticket

hmw decide what
the ticket looks
(what the fans
want the ticket to
look like)

hmw provide a
space/time before
concert for user
to purchase
merch?

Low User Need

Steps to 2x2 Prioritize
1. Find your centerline. You
are eﬀectively deciding which
stickies belong in the top 2
quadrants, and which are the
bottom.
2. Start from the top, move
the sticky left or right based
on feasibility.
Tips
- Just like a stack rank, things
can move.
- Try not to create lines of
stickies
-It's okay to be unsure. The
discussion is the important
part. (remember you can
throw it away if it doesn't
stick)

High User Need

hmw have
fans interact
with
eachother

hmw replicate
pre concert
activities
before the
concert

RG
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CE
SC
HMW get artist
to accept song
suggestions by
viewers?

hmw create
time before
the show for
interaction

HMW provide
viewers with
a high quality
production?

hmw provide
users with
tips/tricks that
will improve
quality of VC?

Low Feasibility
HMW get
viewers excited
about upcoming
events & share
it with others?

hmw make
the ticket
token
worthy

Dots for Final Voting

hmw provide
a smooth end
transition to
VC?

hmw generate
& provide
concert goers
with a physical
ticket
hmw decide what
the ticket looks
(what the fans
want the ticket to
look like)
hmw provide a
space/time before
concert for user
to purchase
merch?

MOVE THIS LINE

hmw have
the artist
interact with
the fans

Low User Need

High Feasibility

